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In the last ten years,it has becomesomething
of a dogmain the theory and practice of strategic
or at leastin popular simplifications
management,
of it, that maximizingone's marketshareis a way
to maximizeone's profits.
A positive associationbetween market share
and profitability has been demonstratedempiricallyin severalcross-sectional
studies,most notably in the PIMS study by Buzzell, Gale, and
Sultan t3l. The supportingtheory most often
citedis that of the experiencecurve effect, formulatedby the BostonConsultingGroup (BCG) t1l.
As an indirect measureof the impact of these
ideas,Haspeslagh
[6] estimatesthat a majorityof
the Fortune 500 use another of BCG's ideas,
namelysomesort of portfolio planningtechnique.
Finally,diversifiedfirms often stateit as a policy
to participateonly in those markets where they
can occupy the numberone or numbertwo spot

t101.
Some voices, however, have been raised in
oppositionto the seeminglywidespreaddesireto
increasemarket shareat any cost. Severalyears
ago, Fruhan [4] cited numerousexampleswhere
attemptsto gain market share proved costly to
the involvedfirms, a findingwhich suggeststhat
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ample financial resourcesare a necessaryprerequisitefor engagingin a fight for market share.
Later, Hamermesh,Woo, and Cooper[5, 14, 15]
showedthat low market sharefirms can be very
profitable. Rumelt and Wensley [7] have argued
that the price of getting market share,in analogy
to the prices in perfect markets for investment
goods, must be expectedto adjust, so that one
could not make a long-termprofit on investments
in market share. That is, the high returns from
having a high market share are counterbalanced
by a correspondinglyhigh price paid earlierto get
that market share. Rumelt and Wensley test the
theory in a time seriessetting and cannot reject
the hypothesisthat the relationshipbetweenmarket shareand profitability is due only to stochastic effects.
By taking a theoreticalperspective,this article
offers new insights concerning the question:
Under what circumstances,and by how much,
should a firm trv to increasemarket share?

The Natureof the Problem
The argumentby Rumeltand Wensley-that it is
necessaryto look at long-term profits and subtract the cost of gettingmarket sharefrom current
returnsfrom it-is crucialto the issueshere.One
shouldexpectthe "price" of marketshare(in the
form of pricecutting,quality variation,R&D, ad67
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EXHIBIT1
MarketShareAuctionWithDecreasingReturns
to MarketShare

Costs of buying market
share
Point beyond which
the marginalcost of
market share is
h i g h e rt h a n t h e
marginal return

Returnsof having
market share

Net profit (returnsnet of costs
of buying market share)

Market Share

vertising,etc.) to adjust in such a way that no
profits can be made on investmentsin it. Much
casualuseof previouswork seemsto proceedon
the assumptionthat other firms are stupid and
underinvestin market shareto get it cheap.This
seemsunrealisticand the author here will adopt
a theoretical perspective that assumes competitors are smart. This perspective will be
applied to situations with increasingreturns to
scale. Here are some highly idealized thought
experiments.

ExperimentI
Assume that the static returns revenuesminus
costs at constantmarket sharefrom having market sharein a given industry are decreasing,so
that the industry does not exhibit the positive
cross-sectional
associationbetween profits and
market share found in the aggregatePIMS results. Now hypothesizean auction in which a
numberof identicalfirms (called^A/)can buy small
units of marketshare.In this auction,eachbuyer
will want to buy until the marginal(net present
value of long-term)returns from higher market
shareare lower than the price (marginalcost) of
that market share.Sinceall buyersare identical,
this point will be the samefor all of them and the
ultimate price will be such that each gets liN of
the market.If the priceis lower. total demandwill
exceedone and if it is higher,it will be lessthan

one.In a morecompleteanalysir,twill adjustin
sucha way that eachfirm's net profit, aftercosts
of buying share,will be just enoughto keepi1
in the industry. So in this situation,the analy,sis
of Rumeltand Wensleyappliesdirectly.(Seep1_
hibir I .)

Experimentll
Now look at the more difficult case. involving
increasingstatic returnsfrom market share Foi
simplicity of reasoning,skip the intermediate
casewith first increasingand then decreasing
cost
curves. In a similar auction, buyers here
maximizenet profit by having either the whole
marketor nothingat all. What one runs into is a
variationof a majorproblemin moderneconomic
theory,namely,the nonexistence
of competitive
prices(or natural monopoly)in marketswith increasingreturnsto scale.So the marketfor market sharesdoesnot clearat any singleprice:there
is either too much or too little demand(seeExhibit 2). Sincethis obviouslydoesnot happenin
real life, there is something wrong with the
model. In particular,the singleprice assumption
cannot hold. In a market with increasingstatic
returnsfrom market share,some units of market
sharewill be cheaperto get than others. So the
staticauctionmodelis insufficient.and oneneeds
to think explicitly about the dynamicprocessof
marketshareacquisition.This is done in the section called''Analysis."
The implicationof the aboveis that in the case
with increasing returns from market share,a
price, in the usual senseof the word, doesnot
exist. This is not to say that getting more market
sharedoesnot havea cost;it clearlydoes,butthe
costdependson a numberof factors,suchashow
much market share one has already, how much
one'scompetitorshave,the cost positionsof both
sides,and the stageof the productlife cycle.In a
marketwith relativelyfew competitors,whichis
what one alwayswill have with increasingreturns
to scale,the price furthermoredependson whata
companyund itr competitorsthink one party will
do in reiponseto all possibleactionson the part
of the other party. If everyonethinks that more
aggressivefighting for market share will be
matched,relitively low prices will result. Conversely, if one thinks that any effect abovea
certainhigh level will be beaten,then the priceof
market sharewill be driven t;h"t ievel. So it is
hard to characterizeequilibrium in very rnuch
detail.Equilibrium should,hori""i, ttuui tt'" fo.llowing pioperty: All players attemptingto galn
market share would find thaitft" U.nJfits of a
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change are fewer than the negative consequences.(This is strictly speaking,unlessthe effort is plus or minus infinity.) Now look at some
propertiesof such equilibriain simple dynamic
rnodelswith increasingstaticreturnsfrom market
share.

Analysis
One builds modelsto study the effectsof a few
on a systemof interestin a noise-free
phenomena
laboratorysetting.l One doesnot build modelsif
the effectsunder investigationare so simplethat
one can understandtheir logicalimpact in one's
head.Similarly,one cannotbuild modelsof situationsthat are too rich, sinceone's model solving
capabilityis limited. Such situationshave to be
understoodin more intuitive ways, but that intuition could be helped by examiningmediumsizedmodels,experiencewith similar situations,
etc. The purpose of modelingis to capture as
manyof the important elementsof a real situation
as possibleand then analyzethese rigorously.
Onecan never get a preciseand completeanalysisof the full richnessof real economicsituations,
but in one's attempt to understandthem, it may
help to have the precise analysisof simpler but
similarsituations.If one wants to use a modelto
find the optimal action for a firm with competitors, a special problem is what to assume
aboutthe actionsof thosecompetitors.The traditionaleconomicansweris that one assumesall of
one'scompetitorsact optimally.Then decideon
what to do oneself. Although this of course is
unrealistic,it seemshardto decideon a particular
type of "error" to ascribeto the competitors.So
whenoneinvestigates
the optimalityof BCG-type
penetrationpricing, one assumesthat all other
firms do the same.This is a much more interesting situationthan that where all other firms make
mistakes.It may well be possibleto find a reallife
exampleof successfulfirms that do not follow
the prescriptionsfrom models.This can be due to
factorsnot in the models (technicalchange,heterogeneousbuyers, etc.), errors on the part of
competition,or it may be that firms did well but
still not as well as if they had followed the prescriptions.One can never model reality exactly,
but a preciseunderstandingof similar situations
may be a good buildingblock for one's intuition.
For reasonsof expositionalease,considerfirst
a highlyidealizedindustrywith only two firms,A
' This sectiondrawsheavilyon B. Wernerfelt(see[1]-13]),where
the resultsare derived in the setting of differential game theory.
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EXHIBIT2
MarketShareAuctionWith IncreasingReturns
to MarketShare
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EXHIBIT3
Payoff to Firm A/8
B

Early

Late
Low

Medium

Early

High

Medium
High

Medium

Late
Low

Medium

and B, competingon price only. Hypothetically,
say that the two identical firms with unlimited
financial resourcescan lower their price/performance ratio and go for market share"early" or
"late" in the product life cycle of an unsegmentedmarket. The word "orice" will be used
for the priceiperformanceratio, allowingcompetition along lines of quality, services,price, etc.
Going for it in all periodsis assumedsuicidaland
never trying will not be optimal under the assumptionsmade below.
The payoff matrix for this game should look
more or less like that in Exhibit 3. In the upper
left and lower right squares,both firms are lowering price in the sameperiod, resultingin heavy
competition in those periods and a friendlier
coexistencein the other half of the product life
cycle. If one firm attacks"early" and the other
"late," variousmechanisms
will makethe forrner
firm a much stronger defenderthan the latter.
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With increasingreturns from market share(due,
for example,to economiesof scaleor brand loyalty effects), the early firm will have built up
entry-barrier-typeadvantages,as a result of
which the late firm faces an uphill battle. The
early firm will therefore take the lion's share of
the payoffs and be able to take home returns on
its "investment"over a longerperiod.If firmsare
not identical,the sameargumentholds, although
the payoff matrix losesits symmetry.
From this, unlessa player expectsvery unreasonablereactionpatternsfrom the other, any reasonableequilibriumconcept would point to the
upper left corner, where both firms lower price
early. It is possiblethat this will leadto very low
payoffs, especially if the firms have approximately the same financial strength; but if one
wants to participatein the industry, this is the
appropriatestrategy.In a more realistic setting,
new technologies,
designs,segments,or tastes
might annul the original entry barriersand create
enoughturbulenceto make it profitableto attack
again later in the product life cycle. But even if
one also takes those opportunities,one would
alwaysbe betteroff by also attackingearly, since
the first-moveradvantagefrom the original situation givesone a betterpositionto exploitthe new
possibilitiesespeciallyif others are doing so.
(Late entrantsuccessstorieslike BIC and L'eggs
would,followingthis logic, havebeenevenbetter
off by entering earlier.) If the others are tou
strong, a firm may choose tc drop out; but a
smallerfirm should not sit and wait while larger
firms createentry barriers.It shouldbe intuitively
plausiblethat the core of this reasoningremains
valid in a morerealisticsettingwith firms,technical change,etc. The following are someguiding
principleson which to model a plan for gaining
market share.

AttackingEarlyto Stay in the
Industry
If a firm wants to stay in the industry, it should at
least attack early. The next logical question concerns the fiercenessand duration of the attack. It
is ciearly not optimal to charge infinitely low
prices; instead, the price should be determined by
the earlier rule, that the expected net present
value of benefits and costs of changing to other
prices at least balance each other out. Applying
the logic from the above hypothetical situation to
a specific setting would, however, enable one to
argue that attacks should decrease in fierceness
over the product life cycle.

AttackingWith Decreasing
Fierceness
Staying with the example of identical firms, these
firms will have the same increasing markup pattern and will share the profit equally. Pushingthis
to its logical limit, in a more complete analysis.
the number of firms should adjust so that each
only reaps enough profit to keep it in the industrv.
Again, the above analysis assumes optimal b!havior on the part of one's competitors. If thev
only wake up to the competitive reality late in thl
life cycle, the optimal response ffi?y, of course.
be different.
In practice firms are, however, not identical,
and not all firms have unlimited financial resources. In reality some firms will enter earlier
than others, and some will not be financially able
to participate in the early race for market share.
These asymmetries, combined with returns to
scale, brand loyalty, or other entry barrier type
effects, award first-mover advantages to the early
and/or strong firms. (That some firms fail to
capitalize on these advantages is another case.)
While the ideal for all firms is to attack most
fiercely early in the life cycle, late entrants may
find themselves at too big a disadvantageto be
able to make it pay. Similarly, the financial limitations of the less well-endowed firms are likely
to be more constraining the earlier in the product
life cycle it is, and these financial limitations may
prevent them from capitalizing on their early entry. These firms will presumably get more and
more cash flow as time goes by. If cash flow has
some positive relationship to profit, a higher market share should produce disproportionately
more cash flow in an industry with increasing
returns from market share. This cash will then
permit the lowering of price. So, while the ideal
b"g.ee of attack diclines over the product life
cycle, the financial constraints under u'hich
some firms operate make a more and mors vigorous attack feasible. This gives very earll', legswell-endowedfirms the opportunity to malitmtze
growth subject to financiif constraint. The early
entrants and/o. financially strong firms fare best
in the war. So in this gamb the fai will getfaffer'

Takingthe ProfitsHome
Thinking further ahead in the product life cycle' it
is clear that at some time, ihe firms will stop
maximizing growth and start taking profits horne'
The question is when.
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To provide a partial answer to this, still in an
unsegmentedmarket, it is easiestto start out by
6onsideringthe firm which by virtue of early
entry and,'or financial strength has become the
brgest This firm will be gaining market share as
long as it maximizes growth. This will be more
a n dm o r e e x p e n s i v e .h o w e v e r , a n d l e s s a n d l e s s
effective.since price has to be lowered on bigger
andbigger market shares,while fewer and fewer
customersare lett to chase. On the other hand,
the competitors could be at an increasing cost
disadvantagebecause of the increasing size differences.

On the whole, however, it is likely that the
biggestfirms will stop maximizinggrowth well
beforemonopolization.If one doesnot take into
considerationregulatory influenceand assumes
thatthe big firm doescome clc'seto monopoly,it
might be tempting to persist long enough to
the last competitorout so that one could
squeeze
practicemonopoly pricing. This is an unlikely
scenario,however: First, one cannot abstract
from regulatoryagencies;second,a truly dominant firm will often be able to ensure nearmonopolymarkupsanyway; and third, in reality
the
smallerfirmswill often succeedin segmenting
market, making monopolizationeven harder.
Thus, the largest firm will rarely want to
monopolizethe industry.

A DecliningMarketSharefor the
LargestFirm
Accepting that the biggest firm is unlikely to
monopolize the industry, the next question is how
it will choose to let its market share develop. The
same mechanisms that make monopolization
expensive also make it tempting to "sell off"
some market share. This is because increasing
prices on a big market share will give high shortterm payoffs and the entry barrier effect of the
high market share will have become less important in the late stages of the product life cycle,
where the fierceness of attack is smaller. Therefore, at some ''late point in time," the largestfirm
will often reduce its market share slightly.2
From the viewpoint of smaller firms, the
pressuresearly in the product life cycle tend to
work two ways. On the one hand, the declining
market share of the smaller firms will make price

2 S e e a l s o F . M . S c h e r e r , Industrial Market Structure and Economic P erformanc e (1970), p p . 2 1 7 - 2 1 8 .
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cutting cheaper; on the other hand, the declining
size of their market sharewill, through economies
of scale, tend to squeezeprofit margins and available financial resources. The crucial instant is
when the largest firm stops maximizing growth
and starts to raise prices (or lets prices drop less
sharply). If a small firm can turn out a profit at the
new, higher prices, it will probably be able to stay
in the industry, although it is unlikely to be very
profitable. If it has lost too much in scale advantages, it will probably already have left the industry. Some of the short-run results are graphically
summarized in Exhibits 4 and 5.

The largest firm will rarely want to
monopolizethe industry.

In terms of the long-run steady state of the
industry, bigger and smaller firms face different
cost and markup conditionsas illustratedin Exhibit 6. The biggestfirms will have low marginal
costs (becauseof economiesof scale) but be
temptedto chargehigh markups(becauseof their
relativelybig customerbase).The smallerfirms,
conversely,will have higher marginalcosts and
be less tempted to charge high markups. Both
types of firms should price at the long-run
profit-maximizinglevel, which for stablemarkets
will be equal to marginalcosts plus a markup.
And this dependson the sizeand price-sensitivity
of the customerbase
Assumethat as the firm growsvery big, changing market sharesaffect the marginalcosts less
than the demand-derived
markup. So economies
of scaleare not too dramaticfor very big firms. In
this case,the steadystate price will increaseas
the firm grows very big, since marginalcosts go
down lessthan the markupgoesup. Conversely,
for the smaller firm, the steady state price may
decreaseas it grows smaller, if the markup will
decreasemore than enoughto compensatefor the
loss in cost efficiency.The industrycould therefore stabilize in an equilibrium where both
smaller and larger firms charge the same price,
basedon differentcosts and profit margins[2].
Note that this equilibrium is stable, since a
sudden change in market share will lead to a
correcting price action. If the big firm gains
(loses)market share, it will increase(decrease)
price, sincethe effectdue to changedelasticityof

-
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EXHIBIT
PricePathsfor Biggerand SmallerFirms

EXHIBIT
6
SteadyState Pricesas Functionsof Market
Shares
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EXHIBIT
5
MarketSharePathsf o r B i g g e r a n d S m a l l e r
Firms
Market share

| ilYl6

demand will outweigh the cost change. Correspondingly, if a small firm gains (loses) market
share, the same effects would pertain. So, under
certain technical conditions the industry could
end in a stable asymmetric long-run equilibrium

where all firms charge the same price. An interestingand relatedresult, which holds undera
set of similar technical conditions, is that a
"symmetric" industrystructure,where firmsare
of the samesize, is often unstable.

IndustryStability
What happens is that a firm that gains (loses)a
small advantage will affect price in such a way
that the discrepancy is augmented. This is based
on the assumption that the effect from economies
of scale is larger than the demand-based effect
from a changing market share in the case where
firms are of about equal size.3 If the unstable
equilibrium is disturbed, one firm will gain market
share until the market structure is driven to the
stable "asymmetric" size distribution, at which
point the arguments against monopolization carry
more weight.
Note that this explanation for a share-profit
correlation in mature industries depicts the profit
as a result of the share, which uguin is the result
of some underlying information or resource
asymmetry. This It Oiffetent from the concePtr.on
of profit und ,hu.e as result oi the sarne underlyining phenomena [7, 9]. One should note the
phenomteiesting managerialimplications of this
3 See B. Wernerfelt, ..Consumers With Differing Reactton
Speeds, Scale Advantages, and Industry Structura," Eurttpeutt
E c o n o n i c R e v i e w , Y o l . 2 4 , 1 9 8 4 ,p p . 2 5 7 - 2 ' 7 0 .
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enon.If the optimal price curve looks like Exhibit
6, it becomesvery critical to get the biggestreiative market shareearly on, sinceeven a small size
2dvantage will tend to blow up if all firms act
optimally. Conversely, if one is at a small market
share disadvantage and the leader seems deterrninedto keep its position, one may be better off
acceptingone's fate and dropping to a lower market share,as illustratedin Exhibit 7. The iong-run
resultsare that the industry could end in one of
the situations following:
. There is a stable asymmetric long-run cquilibrium and all firms charge the same price.
. There is a "symmetric" industry structure that
is unstable and firms are of the same size.
Theseare illustrated in Exhibit 7, which depicts a
two-firm example.
In Exhibit 7, (MS,, I - MSr) is the stable
asymmetric equilibrium, whereas ll2 is the unstablesymmetric situation. The firms clearly gain
in profitability by staying close to the stable
equilibrium values and avoiding the unstable
symmetric equilibrium. The only reason that
firms will accept the low payoff from the price
war of the symmetric equilibrium is that they both
have a chance of moving ahead, thus ending up in
MSt. Note also
the high payoff situation at 1
that it is irrational for the small firm to challenge
the larger firm with a price war. So if one is
establishedas a leader in an asymmetric equilibrium such as (MSr, 1 - MSr), one is in a very
secureposition, at least in conventional warfare.
Now look at the normative implications of these
results.
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EXHIBIT7
EquilibriumProfitfor DifferentMarketShares,
Duopoly

S t a b l e .a s v m m e t r i e
c o u i l i b rui m
'/\
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\

I

1-MS,

Market
share

tendingthat the target is higherthan it actually is
and going for higher market share will be selfdefeating.What is valuableis not market share
but the firm's relativecost positionand the price
sensitivityof its demand,of which market share,
if equal to its equilibriumvalue, is an indicator.
Trying to increasethe valueof the firm simply by
increasingmarket shareis like trying to put out a
fire by blowing the smoke away. Again, even
thoughhigher salescan influencethe firm's relative cost positionand demandelasticity,it is not
profit-maximizingto try to influencethose once
the industryis in a stableequilibrium.Hencethe
lmplications
stability of the equilibrium.
Note, first, that if a firm finds itself in a stable,
Shoulda firm find itself in an unstablesymmetasymmetricequilibrium, a higher market share ric equilibriumwith an associated"deadlocked"
will correspondto a higher profit from that time price war, it is safe to assumethat the industry
on. Over- or under-shootingthe equilibriumand will eventually move to a stable symmetric
trying to hold too big or too small a market share equilibrium and that the current casualtiesare
powill, however,not lead to maximumprofits.Try- part of the fight for the high-share/high-profit
ing to hold too big a market share,for example, sition. In thesesituations,the firm has to decide
will often involve charging prices that are too whetheror not to fight on the basisof an assesslow. So eachfirm has an optimalmarketshareto ment of its chancesof winningand the associated
shootfor, and the higher this target, the higher costs.
thefirm's profit. The targetitself is dependenton
Becausethe firm's relative cost position and
the structural characteristicsof the industry, demandelasticitygraduallyfreezeas the industry
namelythe relativecostpositionsand the relative matures,the earlyphasesof the productlife cycle
pricesensitivitiesof firm-specificdemandswhich alwaysoffer opportunitiesto jockey for position.
enteredinto the constructionof Exhibit 6. Pre- To stay in the industry, the firm should always
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fight hard early in the product life cycle. If the new product designor find a new strategy.As an
firm is financially weak and only entered after example,Miller shifted market sharesin the mature beer industry by using marketingtechniques
most of its competitors,this fightingis unlikely to
prevent market share from declining and may that were radically new for that industry. The
only reducethe speedof that decline;but it is still Japanesehave shifted shareslate in many industhe profit maximizingcourseof action. It is possi- tries by offering a different price/performance
ble, of course,that the firm's strengthsrelativeto package.A blind attack late in the product life
presentand future competitorsare so limited that cycle which is not tied to a major changein the
its total product life cycle payoff will be negative, cost or demandpropertiesof the product is likelv
to be a failure, however.
in which case it should not participateat all.
In summary,firms shouldselectthe industries
the
relative
to
switch
opportunities
Sometimes
they
want to be in, attack in periodsof turbu.lence
positions
occur
at
sedemand
elasticity
and
cost
lected points in time later in the product life cy- (suchas the earlystagesof the productlife cycle),
cle. This might happen,for example, with the and try not to overplay their cards in the stabie
advent of new technology,if one can developa periodsof the product life cycle.
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